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Abstract:  20	
The geologic and biogeochemical cycling of carbon in deep ocean environments 21	
has important implications for our understanding of the functioning of Earth 22	
systems across a wide range of spatial and temporal scales. To improve our 23	
ability to study the cycling and fluxes of carbon in the deep ocean, new 24	
technologies are emerging for making in situ measurements of carbon 25	
compounds over a range of environmental contexts. Within many of these deep-26	
sea environments, fluxes of carbon compounds often occur as either venting 27	
fluids or rising gas bubbles. Key compounds of interest include methane (CH4), 28	
dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC), and carbon dioxide (CO2) – a component of 29	
DIC. In particular, measurement of the carbon isotopic composition (δ13C) of 30	
these pools can offer a better understanding of the nature of sources, fluxes, and 31	
cycling processes involving these compounds. Here we present the 32	
advancement of an in situ laser spectrometer (initially developed for 33	
measurement of δ13CCH4 only) into a sensor that can measure δ13C of both CH4 34	
and CO2 in both deep-sea bubble plumes as well as geologic fluids. We present 35	
results of a 2014 investigation of a back arc submarine volcano (Kick’em Jenny) 36	
in the Caribbean Sea. In situ isotopic analysis of both bubbles and fluids suggest 37	
a primarily thermogenic origin for CH4 and a magmatic origin for CO2, yet 38	
highlight the occurrence of some heterogeneities indicating locally elevated 39	
contribution of organic matter to DIC fluxes. 40	
 41	
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1. Introduction 47	
The cycling of carbon in deep marine environments reflects the combined 48	

influences of a broad range of physical, geological and biological processes 49	
manifested across a range of spatial and temporal scales. At the tectonic scale, 50	
subduction zones represent key boundaries at which ocean crust is recycled 51	
through the mantle – with implications for carbon burial and release on geologic 52	
timescales. Depending on the location, burial of this ocean crust removes large 53	
amounts of carbon as both carbonate-rich sediments and as buried organic 54	
matter. Eventually these pools of carbon can be released as carbon dioxide 55	
(CO2)-rich hydrothermal fluids through submarine back arc volcanic activity. 56	
These vigorously rising fluids associated with submarine arc volcanism act to 57	
promote hydrothermal circulation through overlying sediments, often stimulating 58	
chemosynthetic ecosystems through the delivery of energy-rich fluids containing 59	
variable levels of methane and sulfide. The interplay of hydrothermal fluid 60	
circulation and biogeochemical reactions supported by these ecosystems may in 61	
turn play important roles in regulating the submarine release of these climatically 62	
active gases. Thus, understanding the cycling of carbon in the deep sea has 63	
implications for Earth systems at many scales, shedding light on the nature of life 64	
under extreme conditions and on key carbon transfer processes in these seafloor 65	
ecosystems. 66	
 67	

In order to further our understanding of the dynamics of carbon release 68	
and cycling in the deep sea, there is a need for expanding the temporal and 69	
spatial resolution of measurements – and thus, for developing new technologies 70	
that can operate under the extreme conditions imposed by the deep sea. As 71	
advances in chemical sensor technologies progress, the underwater adaptation 72	
of these approaches yields new opportunities for making chemical and isotopic 73	
measurements, and for revealing new aspects and characteristics of the deep 74	
sea. Among the most rapidly advancing sensing modalities in development for 75	
underwater application is infrared laser spectroscopy. Infrared laser-based 76	
sensing has been used for optical gas measurements in applications ranging 77	
from atmospheric science to medical analyses (e.g. Hodgkinson and Tatam, 78	
2012; Martin 2002; McCurdy et al. 2007; Sigrist et al. 2012; Tittel et al. 2013).  79	
Laser-based spectroscopic sensors are highly sensitive and precise, and through 80	
wavelength specificity allow application to a wide range of gases, many of which 81	
are important for ocean studies (e.g. CO2, methane (CH4), and nitrous oxide 82	
(N2O)). Such sensors have also proven effective for stable isotopic 83	
measurements including those of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen and oxygen 84	
isotopes (e.g. Baer et al, 2002; Jost et al. 2006; Kosterver et al 1999; Lis et al. 85	
2008; Penna et al. 2010; Waechter and Sigrist 2007; Wahl et al. 2006; 86	
Weidmann et al. 2005). Central to adaptation of these laser-based platforms is 87	
the ability to efficiently extract dissolved gases from fluids under the high 88	
pressure of the deep sea. Towards this end, a variety of high-pressure 89	
membrane inlets have been developed for in situ analysis of dissolved gases 90	
(e.g. Bell et al. 2007; Camilli, and Duryea, 2009; Camilli and Hemond, 2004; 91	
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Fietzek et al. 2009; Graziani et al 2014; Hemond and Camilli, 2002; Wankel et 92	
al., 2010).  93	
 94	

Previously, a deep-sea near-infrared laser spectrometer coupled to a 95	
membrane inlet for gas extraction was designed and field-tested in Monterey 96	
Bay, CA (Wankel et al. 2013). This in situ laser spectrometer was designed to 97	
measure methane carbon isotopic composition (δ13CCH4) at depths up to 3000 m, 98	
and was successfully deployed to a depth of 960 m for investigation of δ13CCH4 99	
variations at cold seep environments. While this study demonstrated the 100	
successful application of such instrumentation to study a biogeochemically active 101	
seafloor habitat, analyses were limited to the δ13CCH4 analysis of fluids. This 102	
measurement, along with assumptions about microbial isotopic fractionation, 103	
allowed the investigators to make geo-referenced estimates of the net anaerobic 104	
methane oxidation in the subsurface, without relying on the collection and 105	
analyses of numerous sediment samples on board ship. However, understanding 106	
the fate of methane-derived carbon benefits tremendously from coupling δ13CCH4 107	
measurements to δ13CCO2 measurements. Indeed, well-established methods of 108	
studying carbon cycling via the analyses of many discrete samples routinely 109	
demonstrate the occurrence of processes (e.g., methane oxidation or organic 110	
matter pyrolysis) by co-examination of δ13CCO2 and δ13CCH4. Here we present a 111	
newly advanced deep-sea laser spectrometer capable of in situ analyses of both 112	
CH4 and CO2 carbon isotopes. We demonstrate its novel capacity to make in situ 113	
measurements of both fluid and gas samples, facilitating the study of gas/fluid 114	
equilibrium processes at in situ conditions. These developed capabilities are 115	
detailed in the context of a teleprescence-enabled expedition devoted to the 116	
investigation of an active submarine volcano, Kick’em Jenny (KEJ), using the 117	
remotely operated vehicle (ROV) Hercules and the E/V Nautilus (Bell et al. 118	
2015). 119	
 120	
2. Instrument Design and Configuration 121	
 122	
2.1 Overview of First Generation Laser Spectrometer 123	

Development of the first generation deep-sea laser spectrometer has been 124	
detailed previously (Wankel et al. 2013) for in situ quantification of δ13CCH4 in the 125	
deep sea. This instrument utilizes off-axis integrated cavity output spectroscopy 126	
(ICOS) with a near-infrared laser having a wavelength of 1647 nm for methane 127	
detection. Laser current tuning allows for coverage from 1647.5 nm to 1648.1 128	
nm, a region containing spectral peaks for 12CCH4 and 13CCH4 as well as 12CO2. 129	
Dissolved CH4 was extracted from seawater through the use of a flow-through, 130	
high-pressure membrane inlet in which dissolved gases are extracted from 131	
seawater through a thin semi-permeable Teflon AF membrane (Wankel et al. 132	
2010). The developments detailed below largely involve modifications to this pre-133	
existing instrument as well as external features for expansion of sampling 134	
capabilities. 135	
 136	
 137	
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2.2 Added Capabilities of the New Laser Spectrometer 138	
The laser spectrometer was designed to incorporate two lasers (each at a 139	

distinct wavelength for targeting specific gases) passing through a single optical 140	
cavity (operated at a reduced pressure of 10 torr) with light from both lasers 141	
collected by a single detector. For measurement of carbon isotopes of CO2, a 142	
second laser (1602 nm) was also incorporated. By current tuning this laser, we 143	
targeted isotopic peaks of CO2 between 1602.4 nm and 1602.7 nm. This 144	
wavelength region includes spectral peaks for 12CO2, 13CO2, C18O16O, (and H2S) 145	
as described below. 146	
 147	
 While the first-generation membrane inlet system (Wankel et al. 2013; 148	
Wankel et al., 2011) was designed to extract dissolved gases from seawater, we 149	
developed a second-generation extractor that can analyze the gas composition 150	
of bubbles emanating from the seafloor. During sampling of dissolved gases, 151	
seawater is passed directly across the semi-permeable Teflon (Teflon AF 2400; 152	
Biogeneral, Inc.) – allowing dissolved gases to diffuse across the membrane into 153	
the analyzer. This membrane serves to separate the high-pressure seawater 154	
environment from the internal analyzer, which operates at atmospheric pressure. 155	
To increase the transfer efficiency of dissolved gases through the membrane, the 156	
membrane surface area was increased from ~2cm2 to an area of 13.4cm2, 157	
representing an increase by a factor of ~7. The larger surface area Teflon 158	
membrane has a thickness of 37µm and was physically supported by a porous 159	
stainless steel frit (5 µm pore size). For analysis of bubbles, aliquots of gas were 160	
similarly passed directly across this membrane. The inlet flow orientation was 161	
also changed from a ninety-degree flow configuration to one where the inlet and 162	
outlet are perpendicular to the membrane – with no noticeable change in 163	
response. The pressure bearing strength of the membrane was regularly 164	
confirmed prior to deployment by pressurization to 5000 psi using a handheld 165	
pump (Druck, Inc.). 166	
 167	

It has been previously noted that considerable isotopic fractionation of 168	
CH4 occurs during extraction through the membrane inlet (Wankel et al. 2013). 169	
Fluid flow rate plays the largest role in regulating the offset between true and 170	
measured isotopic values (not temperature and hydrostatic pressure). At a 171	
constant flow rate this artifact can be empirically corrected (Wankel et al. 2013). 172	
Here we conducted new laboratory experiments to similarly determine the 173	
dynamics of carbon isotopic fractionation for CO2 transfer across the membrane 174	
(from acidified seawater). To this end, we performed experiments using the same 175	
membrane inlet attached to a laboratory based ICOS Carbon Dioxide Isotope 176	
analyzer (Los Gatos Research: CCIA-43EP, mid-infrared laser spectrometer). 177	
Briefly, seawater flow was directed past the membrane at a range of rates, with 178	
permeated sample gases delivered to the analyzer using a sweep gas. As the 179	
dynamics of gas permeation at the membrane interface are independent of the 180	
analyzer, the use of the benchtop analyzer allowed for a more efficient evaluation 181	
of the effects of flow rate on carbon isotopic fractionation.  182	
 183	
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2.3 ROV Integration, pumping, plumbing and sampling modes 184	
The laser spectrometer was housed in a 6AL-4V titanium pressure vessel 185	

and integrated onto the ROV Hercules. The ROV provided 24 VDC power and 186	
Ethernet communications to the laser spectrometer via deep-sea connectors 187	
(SubConn, Inc.). The laser spectrometer had a total power draw of approximately 188	
70W. The ROV was equipped with additional sensors providing temperature data 189	
(on board temperature probe) and water depth. 190	
 191	

During deployments, a fluid pumping and plumbing system was installed 192	
on the ROV to deliver sample fluids and gas bubbles to the membrane inlet of 193	
the laser spectrometer for analysis. A schematic of the sampling configuration is 194	
detailed in Figure 1. This system operated in two modes: fluid sampling and 195	
bubble sampling. To switch between the two modes, a three-way valve 196	
(Swagelok, Inc.) located on the front of the ROV was manually operated using 197	
the ROV manipulator. In both modes, a deep-sea impeller pump (SBE 5M; 198	
SeaBird, Inc.) was placed downstream of the membrane inlet acting to pull 199	
sample fluids or bubbles past the membrane inlet.  200	
 201	

In fluid mode, the ROV manipulator positioned a sampling wand into target 202	
fluids and dissolved gases were extracted into the instrument through the 203	
membrane as described above for analysis of CH4 and/or CO2. In general, at the 204	
flow rates used, this approach acts to extract dissolved CO2 but depending on pH 205	
does not account for the speciation of all carbonate species (including carbonate 206	
and bicarbonate). For explicit measurement of the δ13C of the total dissolved 207	
inorganic carbon (DIC) pool, the seawater sample stream was acidified to a pH < 208	
3 shifting the speciation of the DIC pool to 99.9% CO2. Inline acidification was 209	
conducted by addition of small amounts of concentrated acid (e.g., hydrochloric 210	
acid - HCl) – similar to the approach outlined by Bell and colleagues (2012) and 211	
delivered from small bioprocess bags (Labtainer, CX5-14 Single Web Film) using 212	
a small piezoelectric micro-pump (Takasago Electric, Inc.) contained within an 213	
oil-compensated housing. Dilute hydrochloric acid (0.1M) was added to the 214	
seawater stream at a flow of ~15 ml/min. This mixture of seawater and acid was 215	
homogenized by passing through a spiral static mixing cell (Stamixco HT-40-216	
6.10-10-PTFE) before being routed to the membrane inlet (Figure 1).  217	
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Fig. 1: Layout of fluid flowpaths and components integrated onto the ROV Hercules.  A three-way 
valve was used for selection of fluid sampling or bubbling sampling. For fluid sampling, an acid 
pump coupled to a mixing chamber was used to acidify the seawater by adding dilute 
hydrochloric acid to the seawater. Bubbles were collected with a funnel-shaped sampling wand 
and caught with a bubble trap after the membrane inlet to avoid having the fluid pump lose prime. 
By using the bubble trap, the impeller pump could be used to pull either fluids or bubbles past the 
membrane inlet. 
 218	
 219	
 220	
 221	
  222	
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In the gas-sampling mode, an inverted funnel-shaped wand was used to 223	
capture bubbles rising from the sea floor with the impeller pump switched off 224	
(Figure 2). Once ~200-300ml of gas had accumulated in the funnel, the pump 225	
was switched on, pulling fluid through the sample lines and directing the gas 226	
sample past the membrane inlet. Downstream of the membrane inlet, sample 227	
bubbles were captured in a large bubble trap (internal volume of 3.1 L) in order to 228	
maintain prime of the impeller pump. The gas collected in the bubble trap was 229	
periodically released through the use of the ROV manipulator as needed. A fluid 230	
flow indicator, visible via ROV camera, was used to visually confirm flow through 231	
the tubing.  232	

 233	

	
Fig. 2: Bubble collection was achieved by using a 
funnel attached to a sampling line that allowed 
bubbles to be pumped passed the membrane inlet. 
The ROV manipulator was used to place the funnel 
over bubble streams. (Image: Ocean Exploration 
Trust) 

 234	
During sampling of gas bubbles, the length of time allowed for gas transfer 235	

across the membrane (normally 2-3 min for extraction of dissolved gases from 236	
fluids) was reduced to less than 5 seconds, as gas phase transfer under these 237	
hydrostatic pressures was greatly accelerated. While dissolved gas transfer 238	
across the membrane generally results in accumulation of 3-10 Torr of pressure 239	
inside the analyzer, >100 Torr was accumulated in only a few seconds while 240	
sampling gas bubbles. During dissolved gas sampling, the volume behind the 241	
membrane effectively equilibrates with the total partial pressure of dissolved 242	
gases at ocean depth, which is generally close to the partial pressure set during 243	
ventilation of deep water with the atmosphere or ~1 atm. In contrast, the total 244	
pressure of gases inside bubbles at depth is a function of the hydrostatic 245	
pressure at depth, and therefore equilibration across both sides of the membrane 246	
results in the increased transfer of gas into the analyzer.  247	
 248	
 249	
 250	
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2.4 Spectral Data and Fitting and Calibration  251	
The spectral data of CH4 was post-processed using a chemometric 252	

approach with basis sets of reference spectra made under controlled conditions 253	
(temperature and pressure) as detailed previously having a reported internal 254	
precision of ±0.8‰ (Wankel et al., 2013). The spectral data of CO2 was post-255	
processed using Voigt fits and data from the HITRAN database (Rothman et al. 256	
2013) with isotopic species fit individually. Based on repeated analyses of a 257	
known CO2 standard under laboratory conditions, we report here an internal 258	
precision of ±0.7‰, at internal concentrations of 10,000 ppm CO2. Calibration 259	
gases (2500 ppm CH4 (δ13CCH4 = -40.1‰) and 10,000 ppm CO2 (δ13CCO2 = -260	
10.7‰); Mesa Specialty Gases & Equipment) contained within the instrument 261	
were used for regular normalization throughout the course of the deployment. 262	
Carbon isotopic composition of these gases was determined at WHOI using 263	
either a ThermoFinnigan DeltaPlus isotope ratio mass spectrometer (IRMS) 264	
coupled to a HP 6890 gas chromatograph with a 30 m, 0.32 mm internal 265	
diameter AT-Q (Alltech) column or by direct injection onto a 30m, 0.32 mm 266	
internal diameter PorapPLOT Q (Supelco) column coupled to an Isoprime 100 267	
isotope ratio mass spectrometer. 268	

In addition to normalizing each sample analysis to an immediately 269	
preceding analysis of reference gas, the determination of sample δ13CCO2 also 270	
requires correction for any isotopic fractionation occurring during extraction of 271	
CO2 through the membrane [for CH4 this was shown to be invariant over 272	
temperature and hydrostatic pressure, though sensitive to flow rate past the 273	
membrane (Wankel et al. 2013)]. For this deployment, however, we also 274	
collected independent fluid samples for lab-based analysis – offering an 275	
independent external benchmark for evaluating this first time effort for δ13CCO2 276	
analyses. 277	

 278	
2.5 Collection of Independent Fluid Samples 279	

In an effort to corroborate and validate the in situ isotope measurements, 280	
collection of independent fluid samples for lab-based measurement using 281	
conventional isotope ratio mass spectrometry was also conducted. Sample fluids 282	
were pumped using the same SBE-5M impeller pump, connected to a manually 283	
actuated valve manifold, which allowed sample fluid flow to be directed into 284	
bioprocess bags (Labtainer, CX5-14 Single Web Film) connected using a 285	
combination of 1/8” PEEK tubing and ¼” nylon tubing.  Approximately 400-500ml 286	
of sample was allowed to fill the previously evacuated bags before being isolated 287	
by the valve manifold. The valve manifold was setup to allow continuous fluid 288	
flow and minimal cross-contamination of samples. Upon ascent, samples 289	
generally exhibited some degassing noted by the gas phase headspace in the 290	
bags. On deck, the fluid and headspace were shaken vigorously and headspace 291	
subsamples were rapidly transferred into previously evacuated 70ml serum vials 292	
before being stored at 4˚C. The samples were then analyzed for δ13C 293	
composition of both CO2 and CH4 at WHOI by IRMS.  294	
 295	
 296	
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3. Study Site Description: Kick 'Em Jenny Submarine Volcano  297	
Deployment of the described analytical system was conducted in 298	

September 2014 aboard the E/V Nautilus during cruise NA054 (Dive #1382) to 299	
the crater of the KEJ Volcano off the northwest coast of the Caribbean island of 300	
Grenada (Figure 3). KEJ lies at the southern end of the Lesser Antilles volcanic 301	
arc, formed as the result of the subduction of the South American Plate under the 302	
Caribbean Plate. KEJ is the most active volcano in the West Indies, with at least 303	
twelve recorded eruptions since 1939 (Lindsay et al., 2005). Based on visual 304	
observations by an investigatory expedition in 2013 to the KEJ crater (also with 305	
E/V Nautilus), our in situ isotopic investigation and analyses were targeted 306	
toward previously identified sites of active venting, located along the floor of the 307	
inner crater at a depth of ~265m. In addition to these primary focused flow sites, 308	
Shrimp Vent and Champagne Vent, a number of diffuse flow venting sites were 309	
also observed and investigated using the isotope analyzer and/or other sampling 310	
approaches. A detailed description of the KEJ volcanic system and its features 311	
has been reported by Carey and colleagues (2016).   312	

 313	

  
Fig. 3: Maps of Kick’em Jenny Volcano showing the geographical location (left) and bathymetry 
(right). Reprinted with permission from (Carey et al. 2016) 
 314	
 315	
4. Use of Telepresence 316	

The deployment and operation of the laser spectrometer system described 317	
above was conducted in part through the use of telepresence – the direct two-318	
way linking of audio and video feeds from the ship and ROV to a shore-side 319	
operations base via a broadband satellite connection. Telepresence-enabled 320	
operations increase cruise participation by a broad and diverse audience 321	
including scientists ashore, students (Stephens et al. 2016), postdocs, educators 322	
and the general public. Importantly, this capability allows shore-based scientists 323	
to play integral roles in cruise and scientific exploration in real time. E/V Nautilus 324	
is equipped with telepresence capabilities (Bell et al. 2015), which were used for 325	
direct collaboration and communication between scientists on the ship and other 326	
team members on shore. During this cruise, one scientist leading the laser 327	
spectrometer deployment was aboard the ship while the rest of the laser 328	
spectrometer science team was shore-based, at the Inner Space Center at the 329	
University of Rhode Island. This telepresence connection allowed direct audio 330	
communication between the scientist on the ship and the scientists ashore. In 331	
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addition, through the use of the video link, the scientists ashore could view the 332	
deep sea ROV HD video feed in real time as well as see the computer interface 333	
with the laser spectrometer (including laser settings, valve positions and sample 334	
spectra) in real time as analyses were being made of the deep sea fluid and gas 335	
samples.  The utilization of telepresence during this deployment enabled more 336	
scientists to be involved, enabling direct communication between scientists 337	
ashore and the scientist shipboard.  The key disadvantage to having only one 338	
scientist shipboard is that it leaves one person solely responsible for 1) all 339	
technical components of the laser spectrometer including any necessary repairs, 340	
2) running the instrument during all dives, and 3) preparing the instrument for 341	
redeployment between ROV dives. While telepresence enabled virtual 342	
participation in the dives, the physical participation was limited to the sole 343	
scientist shipboard.    344	
 345	
5 Results 346	
5.1 Laboratory Calibration of CO2 Isotopic Fractionation  347	

As designed, the larger surface area increased the gas flux across the 348	
membrane, decreasing the time needed for the gases to diffuse across it.   349	
Laboratory experiments designed to evaluate the carbon isotopic fractionation of 350	
dissolved CO2 during extraction through the membrane inlet showed that, in 351	
contrast to the previous observations for methane extraction (Wankel et al. 352	
2013), CO2 exhibits a smaller carbon isotope fractionation when passing through 353	
the membrane (e.g., a smaller difference between true and measured δ13C 354	
values). Figure 4 shows the difference between the δ13C value of DIC in 355	
seawater (acidified inline to pH < 3) as measured by the laser spectrometer 356	
relative to its true value as determined offline via IRMS. For the conditions 357	
evaluated, results suggest that CO2 passing through the membrane has a δ13C 358	
offset value that is approximately 4.4 ± 0.4‰ lower than its true value. No 359	
variation was observed over fluid flow rates ranging from 7 to 265 ml/min (Figure 360	
4).  361	
 362	
 363	
 364	
 365	
 366	
 367	
 368	
 369	
 370	
 371	
 372	
 373	
 374	
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 375	
 376	
 377	
 378	
 379	
 380	
 381	
 382	
 383	
 384	
 385	
 386	
 387	
 388	
 389	
 390	
 391	
 392	
 393	
 394	
 395	
 396	
 397	
 398	
 399	
 400	
 401	
 402	
 403	
5.2 Deployment Results  404	

Two focused flow sites and two diffuse flow sites were investigated during 405	
the cruise (Table 1).  406	
 407	

Table 1: Vent Site Characteristics  408	

Vent Name Location Type Depth (m) Salinity 
(PSU)  

(from Carey 
et al. 2016) 

Fluid 
Temperature 

(°C) 

Shrimp 12°18.0564’N, 
61°38.2740’W 

Focused  262 - 263 Not 
reported 

180^ 

Champagne 12°18.0762'N, 
61°38.2710'W 

Focused 263 - 264 36.160 160^ 

Neighbor  12°18.0508’N, 
61°38.2700’W 

Diffuse 261 - 263 Not 
reported 

14 – 22 

Fe-Oxide 12°18.0420'N, 
61°38.2488'W 

Diffuse 247 - 249 35.655 52 - 86 

^maximum temperatures reported by Carey et al (2016). 409	
 410	

	
	
	
Fig. 4: Laboratory analysis of the difference between the actual δ13C value of a 
DIC lab standard and the δ13C value measured via laser spectroscopy using the 
membrane inlet over a range of flow rates. Flow rates during the actual deep-sea 
deployment to  Kick’em Jenny were ~100ml/min.  
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5.2.1 General Site Observations 411	
Within the inner KEJ crater, venting fluids and bubbles were analyzed 412	

using the in situ laser spectrometer (Figure 5). The two vigorously venting 413	
focused flow sites (Shrimp and Champagne) consisted of small mounds 414	
approximately 0.5 to 1 m in height and 2 - 3 m in diameter. In addition, diffuse 415	
venting fluids were measured or collected for analysis (Neighbor and Fe-oxide). 416	
Diffuse flow fluids emerged from small openings (<1-2 cm) scattered across the 417	
floor of the inner crater and generally exhibited far less bubble activity. Virtually 418	
all exposed surfaces in the vicinity of the venting sites were overlain by bright 419	
reddish-orange sediment (< 1 cm thick), consistent with high levels of iron oxides 420	
(Carey et al., 2016). Underneath these oxidized veneers gray/green/black 421	
sediments were observed, reflecting more reducing conditions consistent with 422	
microbial respiration/remineralization of sedimented organic matter. Associated 423	
with the areas of active focused venting, broad networks of whitish-yellowish 424	
bacterial mats were often observed, reflecting the hydrothermal delivery of 425	
reduced sulfur species (e.g., H2S) and its oxidation by communities of sulfur 426	
oxidizing bacteria (Carey et al., 2016). These white mats were far smaller and 427	
less common near diffuse venting. Fluid sample collection generally targeted 428	
small open orifices where the highest temperatures were detected. At the main 429	
orifices of Shrimp and Champagne Vents fluid temperatures of up to 180 and 430	
160˚C were recorded (~15cm into the vent orifice) (Carey et al., 2016). In 431	
comparison, fluid temperatures during sampling of the Neighbor and Fe-Oxide 432	
Vents were notably lower at 14-22˚C and 52-86˚C, respectively. Hydrothermal 433	
fluid venting was often closely associated with contemporaneous emissions of 434	
gas bubbles, with especially vigorous bubble release from the centermost orifice 435	
on the Champagne Vent mound. Carey and colleagues (2016) reported the 436	
highest volumetric gas fluxes from this centermost orifice at Champagne of 437	
approximately 2 L/min, with lower gas fluxes from Shrimp Vent reported to be 438	
~0.5 L/min.  439	

 440	
 441	

 
(a) Champagne Vent 
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(b) Shrimp Vent 

 
 

Fig. 5: ROV images of the two focused flow 
vent sites, (a) Champagne and (b) Shrimp, 
investigated using the in situ laser 
spectrometer. Images courtesy of Ocean 
Exploration Trust. 

 442	
 443	
5.2.2 In situ Analyses of Fluids and Bubbles 444	

In the course of the 21 hour dive investigating hydrothermal venting within 445	
the KEJ inner crater, ~ 30 individual measurements (19 bubbles; 12 fluids) were 446	
made with the in situ laser spectrometer system. This number of measurements 447	
demonstrates the increased resolution that was immediately achievable using the 448	
system in this configuration, representing at least an order of magnitude more 449	
measurements (albeit of only one or two compounds) than would normally be 450	
achieved through collection of individual isobaric gastight samplers, which are 451	
often restricted to 2 - 4 per dive. To the best of our knowledge, these are the first 452	
reported in situ analyses of gas phase samples underwater.  453	

 454	
Although submarine volcanic arc hydrothermal fluids are not known for 455	

containing high CH4 concentrations, significant levels of CH4 were regularly 456	
detected (Figure 6). Concentrations from the laser spectrometer are not robustly 457	
quantifiable due to the possible variation in the abundance of other major 458	
components of gas such as water vapor or nitrogen. However, comparison with 459	
the 2500 ppm standard gas suggests that KEJ fluids contained on the order of 460	
1000-1300 ppm CH4. This is consistent with levels detected by gastight sampling 461	
in 2013, which suggested CH4 content between 500 to 2900 ppm (Carey et al 462	
2016). By comparison, Figure 7 shows an example spectra for CO2, clearly in 463	
high abundance and also consistent with gastight samples taken in 2013 (Carey 464	
et al. 2016), which suggested >90% CO2 content. We were also able to directly 465	
detect hydrogen sulfide (H2S), which was present in all of the volcanic gas 466	
bubble samples (Figure 7). We note that very little difference was observed 467	
between acidified fluids and unacidified fluids, consistent with the already low pH 468	
of the unacidified fluids (pH 4; Carey et al. 2016) and the corresponding 469	
dominance of carbonate speciation as CO2. 470	
 471	
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Fig. 6 Two isotopes of CH4 (12CH4, and 13CH4) 
along with 12CO2 were detectable using a 1647 
nm laser. 

Fig. 7 Three isotopes of CO2 (C18O16O, 12CO2, 
and 13CO2) along with H2S were detectable 
using a 1602 nm laser. 

 472	
 473	
5.2.3 Carbon Isotope Results for CO2 and CH4 474	

Measured sample δ13CCO2 and δ13CCH4 values are first normalized to the 475	
internal standard reference gas and then adjusted for fractionation occurring 476	
during membrane extraction. Thus, the internally normalized ‘raw’ δ13CCO2 values 477	
are adjusted by the experimentally determined membrane correction factor for 478	
δ13CCO2 and δ13CCH4, -4.4‰ and -8.3‰, respectively (see also, Wankel et al., 479	
2013). Despite this correction, however, average δ13CCO2 values from the fluid 480	
samples of Champagne Vent were still 10.0‰ higher than those determined by 481	
IRMS analysis of the independent fluid sample (Table 2; no further adjustment 482	
was required for δ13CCH4 values). We therefore opted to use this IRMS based 483	
sample as our external benchmark and all reported δ13CCO2 values below have 484	
been scaled by 10.0‰. Below we discuss possible explanations for this 485	
discrepancy (including non-linear error propagation for extremely high CO2 486	
levels, interference by H2S, and influence of hydrostatic pressure on membrane 487	
fractionation for CO2) as well as approaches for future designs to improve field 488	
accuracy in the absence of independent ground-truth analyses. 489	

The δ13CCO2 of samples from the focused flow fluids ranged from -5.7‰ up 490	
to -1.3‰ (Table 2). The average δ13CCO2 value for fluids sampled at Champagne 491	
Vent (prescribed to the value of the IRMS analysis) was -4.8 ± 0.6‰, reflecting 492	
the mean of 4 samples (Table 2; Fig. 8). Gas phase bubble samples were 493	
measured at both Shrimp and Champagne Vents, averaging -3.6 ± 1.4‰ and -494	
3.1 ± 1.9‰, respectively. The variability among these measurements made at 495	
each site reflects a combination of factors, including instrument precision, as well 496	
as variations in mixing between background seawater and vent fluid as sample 497	
gas is extracted during fluid pumping/sampling. Notably, fluid and bubble 498	
samples measured from the diffuse flow Neighbor vent exhibited markedly lower 499	
δ13CCO2 values with an average of -10.7 ± 0.6‰ and -11.3 ± 0.9‰, respectively. 500	
Although no IRMS samples were collected from this diffuse flow site, the IRMS 501	
analysis of a sample collected from the other diffuse site (Fe-oxide) also yielded 502	
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a similarly low δ13CCO2 value (-9.9‰; Table 2; Figure 8), lending some confidence 503	
to our adopted benchmarking approach. We acknowledge that ideally the sample 504	
collection would have been completed at the same location, yet we were limited 505	
in sampling capabilities and bottom time. We utilize the IRMS value here as a 506	
point of reference. 507	

 508	
Where CH4 levels were high enough for robust quantification (Wankel et 509	

al., 2013), δ13CCH4 values are reported (Table 2). We note that spectral data were 510	
generally only resolvable on samples of Shrimp Vent, with average values of -511	
30.3 ± 5.1‰ and -38.8 ± 2.3‰ for fluids and bubbles respectively. A single 512	
measurement made at Champagne yielded a value of -28.8‰, which was 513	
reasonably well corroborated by an IRMS value of -31.2‰. 514	
 515	
 516	
Table 2: Measurements of carbon isotopic composition of CO2 and CH4 from 517	
hydrothermal fluids and bubbles sampled from sites within the inner crater of the 518	
Kick’em Jenny submarine volcano. Estimated external precision for laser 519	
spectrometer based δ13C measurements is approximately ±1‰ for CH4 and CO2 520	
(Wankel et al., 2013). 521	

 Shrimp 
(focused)  

Champagne  
(focused) 

Neighbor  
(diffuse) 

Fe-Oxide 
(diffuse) 

Bubbles Fluids Bubbles Fluids Bubbles  Fluids Bubbles Fluids 

δ13CCH4 
 
 
 

-41.4 -29.8 -28.8      
-36.5 -32.0       
-35.8 -38.0       
-40.4 -24.8       
-38.6 -26.9       
-40.3        

δ13CCH4 
IRMS  

 
 -31.2 

  
  

δ13CCO2 

-4.3  -2.3 -4.8 -11.2 -10.0   
-4.3  -1.3 -5.0 -11.7 -11.0   
-4.2  -5.7 -5.1 -11.9 -11.0   
-1.5   -3.8 -11.9    

    -9.8    
δ13CCO2 
IRMS  

  
- 4.8 

  
         

 
-9.9 

 522	
 523	
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 524	
Fig. 8. δ13CCO2 values measured by the laser spectrometer for the three inner 525	
crater venting sites (Shrimp, Champagne, and Neighbor) at Kick ’em Jenny. 526	
Measurements of bubbles are indicated as white circles, fluids as gray-shaded 527	
circles, and mean values as black-filled circles with lines denoting 1 standard 528	
deviation. The number of individual measurements is given as “n”. Samples 529	
collected and then measured by IRMS are shown by dashed lines. Note that the 530	
IRMS value indicated for the Neighbor diffuse flow site was collected from a 531	
separate diffuse flow site (Fe-Oxide). 532	
 533	
 534	
 535	
 536	
 537	
 538	
 539	
 540	
 541	
 542	
 543	
 544	
 545	
 546	
 547	
 548	
 549	
Fig. 9. δ13CCH4 values measured by the laser spectrometer from two inner crater 550	
sites (Shrimp and Champagne Vents) at Kick’em Jenny. Measurements of 551	
bubbles are indicated as white circles, fluids as gray-shaded circles and mean 552	
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values shown by black-filled circles with lines denoting 1 standard deviation. The 553	
number of individual measurements are given as “n”. A single fluid sample 554	
collected and measured by IRMS is indicated by the dashed line.   555	
 556	
6.0 Discussion  557	
 558	
6.1 Isotopic insights into subsurface processes at Kick’em Jenny 559	

The development and deployment of an in situ laser spectrometer for 560	
combined carbon isotope analysis of CO2 and CH4 sheds new light on the nature 561	
of carbon fluxes at the KEJ submarine arc volcano. Mean δ13CCO2 values for the 562	
KEJ vents exhibiting the largest fluid and gas fluxes (Champagne and Shrimp 563	
Vents) fall generally within the upper end of values found in other submarine 564	
hydrothermal systems (Fig. 10). Relative to δ13C values of DIC in seawater 565	
(~0‰), fluids from sediment-associated ridge systems, such as Guaymas Basin 566	
for example, typically exhibit δ13C values much lower than seawater CO2 and 567	
DIC, reflecting the contribution of thermal degradation of organic matter to the 568	
total CO2 fluxes (Seewald et al., 1994; Proskurowski et al., 2004; Welhan and 569	
Lupton, 1987). In comparison, δ13CCO2 values in fluids from sediment-free mid-570	
ocean ridge systems are usually higher than sediment-associated systems (-13 571	
up to -4‰; Proskurowski et al., 2008; Merlivat et al., 1987; Welhan and Craig, 572	
1983; Charlou et al., 2002), while fluids from volcanic arcs often exhibit values 573	
much closer to 0‰ (-2 to +1‰; Lupton et al., 2008; van Soest et al., 1998; Sano 574	
and Marty, 1995; Sano and Williams, 1996). The variation exhibited among these 575	
different hydrothermal vent systems directly reflects the relative contribution of 576	
CO2 sources (e.g., thermal degradation of buried organic matter, magmatic CO2, 577	
and outgassing of subducted carbon reservoirs including carbonate minerals and 578	
organic matter; Sano and Williams, 1996; Lupton et al., 2008). The co-emission 579	
of bubbles in active hydrothermal venting fluids found in volcanic arc systems 580	
appears to be a typical feature (Lupton et al., 2008; Carey et al., 2016), 581	
especially in comparison to venting at mid-ocean ridge systems, in which active 582	
venting of bubbles is almost never reported. In large part, this ebullition is thought 583	
to reflect the considerable input of magmatic degassing, with magmatic δ13CCO2 584	
thought to generally fall between -7 and -5‰ (Des Marais and Moore, 1984; 585	
Pineau and Javoy, 1983; Hoefs, 2010; Sakai et al., 1984). The higher δ13C 586	
values typifying volcanic arc fluids reflect the additional contribution of carbon 587	
from the subducted oceanic crust, high in carbonate (δ13C ~0‰) and having 588	
variable organic carbon content (δ13C ~ -21 to -25‰) (Sano and Marty, 1995; 589	
Lupton et al., 2008). Thus, the values observed at the back arc KEJ volcano 590	
represent the mixture of carbon from mantle degassing together with release of 591	
carbon from carbonate sediments and organic matter during subduction of the 592	
South American Plate under the Caribbean Plate. 593	
 594	

The significantly lower δ13CCO2 values observed at the diffuse venting sites 595	
sampled along the southwestern and western edges of the inner crater (-9.8 to -596	
11.9‰) clearly reflect some difference in the combination of processes 597	
contributing to carbon content of these fluids. Although sparse bubble emission 598	
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was observed at these diffuse venting sites (Neighbor and Fe-oxide), fluid 599	
emissions were significantly cooler than at the focused flow sites (Table 2). The 600	
sample collected for IRMS analysis from the Fe-oxide site contained 601	
considerably higher CH4 (at least 4.5%), and much lower CO2 than 602	
Shrimp/Champagne also reflecting a distinct compositional difference. Given the 603	
lower apparent fluid emission fluxes, cooler temperatures, elevation of CH4 and 604	
lower δ13CCO2 values we suggest that while the primary hydrothermal discharge 605	
appears to occur mainly at the Shrimp and Champagne Vents, these diffuse 606	
fluids have been influenced by a longer subsurface residence time, allowing for a 607	
greater influence by the pyrolysis of buried organic matter and possibly 608	
thermophilic anaerobic oxidation of CH4 in the shallow subsurface. Making a few 609	
simple assumptions we can assess the feasibility that oxidation of subsurface 610	
organic matter or CH4 is responsible for the lower δ13CCO2 values seen in the 611	
diffuse venting sites. First we assume an endmember composition represented 612	
by the Shrimp/Champagne fluids of δ13CCO2 = -4‰, a δ13CCH4 = -41‰ and a δ13C 613	
or buried organic matter of -21‰. Using these values in a simple mass balance, 614	
a δ13CCO2 value in the diffuse fluids of -10‰ could be achieved if ~15% of the CO2 615	
derived from oxidation of subsurface CH4 or if ~35% derived from oxidation of 616	
buried organic mater. While we cannot definitively determine the relative 617	
proportion of these processes, it appears evident that thermal degradation of 618	
buried organic matter, generating both CO2 and CH4, plays an important role in 619	
the carbon budget of these lower temperature diffuse venting sites. Although 620	
there is no direct evidence, it is also likely that some modest portion of the 621	
organic-derived CH4 is oxidized to CO2 before venting – presumably by 622	
anaerobic oxidation of methane (AOM). While AOM is usually considered 623	
coupled with the reduction of sulfate (here delivered through shallowly circulated 624	
seawater), the abundance of oxidized iron throughout the KEJ crater also raises 625	
the possibility that AOM may be, in part, coupled to reduction of iron oxide 626	
minerals (Beal et al., 2009; Wankel et al., 2012; Riedinger et al., 2014). 627	

 628	
The δ13CCH4 values of bubbles and fluids measured from the primary 629	

focused flow site (Shrimp Vent) fall generally within the range expected for 630	
thermogenically derived methane (-26.9 to -41.4‰; Table 2), which is methane 631	
derived from the thermal breakdown of organic matter, not by microbial 632	
methanogenesis (Whiticar, 1999). In general, there has not been wide reporting 633	
of δ13CCH4 values from fluids of submarine back-arc systems. Co-registered δ13C 634	
values of CH4 and CO2 may reflect high-temperature equilibrium processes (e.g., 635	
Horita, 2001; Tsunogai et al 1994) and/or low-temperature biologically catalyzed 636	
linkages between these pools (methane oxidation and/or methanogenesis; e.g., 637	
Proskurowski et al., 2008). While high subsurface temperatures can lead to 638	
isotopic equilibrium between magmatically-derived CO2 and CH4 (Horita, 2001; 639	
Tsunogai et al., 1994; Welhan, 1988), the corresponding values from Kick’em 640	
Jenny (Fig. 10) suggest temperatures (200 to 275˚C) which are higher than those 641	
observed, suggesting that the CH4 and CO2 are not in isotopic equilibrium. 642	
Furthermore, given the generally slow rates of carbon isotopic equilibration 643	
between CH4 and CO2 it is also unlikely that equilibration processes have 644	
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influenced CH4 generated in the shallow subsurface. The apparently consistent 645	
offset between the δ13CCH4 values in the bubbles and fluids (Table 2; Fig. 9) was 646	
somewhat unexpected and its explanation is not entirely clear. This observation 647	
may stem from differences in isotopic fractionation during membrane extraction 648	
of gas and dissolved phase CH4, which was not explored in Wankel et al., 649	
(2013). Alternatively, this may reflect actual isotopic disequilibrium between 650	
dissolved and gas phase CH4, arising from kinetic isotope fractionation as 651	
dissolved methane is stripped from solution by rising bubbles. 652	
 653	
 654	

 
Fig. 10:  Co-registered measurements of carbon isotopic composition of CH4 and 
CO2 measured by in situ laser spectrometer. Lines represent expected 
equilibrium relationship between CH4 and CO2 at indicated temperatures (Horita, 
2001). Endmember compositions from other studies shown for comparison (EPR 
9N (Proskurowski et al., 2008a); Lucky Strike and Menez Gwen (Charlou et al., 
2002); Izu-Bonin Arc (Tsunogai et al., 1994); EPR 13N (Merlivat et al., 1987); 
Lost City (Proskurowski et al., 2008b); Endeavor Field (Proskurowski et al., 
2004); Okinawa (Sakai et al., 1990). 
  
 655	

The only previous investigation of CH4 carbon isotopic composition in this 656	
area was reported by Koschinsky et al. (2007), showing CH4 enrichments in the 657	
water column from the southwestern side of the KEJ crater at depths between 658	
550 and 650m, having δ13CCH4 values between -51 and -45‰, very close to 659	
values associated with air equilibrated CH4 (-47‰). However, within these 660	
reported measurements, a significant trend of increasing δ13CCH4 values with 661	
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higher concentrations was interpreted as reflecting mixing with a source having a 662	
considerably higher δ13CCH4 value (>-45‰; Koschinsky et al., 2006), which would 663	
also be consistent with the higher δ13CCH4 values we observed within the KEJ 664	
inner crater. However, it seems unlikely that the elevated CH4 at depths of 665	
~600m observed by Koschinsky et al. (2007) are linked to the fluids emanating 666	
from the inner crater (at ~260m). In particular, the elevated CH4 samples 667	
collected by Koschinsky et al (2007) did not coincide with an observed 3He 668	
isotopic anomaly associated more closely with shallower depths near the crater 669	
summit (200-300m). Together with the large biological communities observed in 670	
2013 and 2014 (Carey et al., 2016) along the western margin of the volcano, it 671	
seems evident that the deeper water column source of CH4 observed by 672	
Koschinsky et al (2006) was associated with the seepage of fluids from the 673	
volcano flank, and thus distinct from the CH4 source we sampled from the inner 674	
crater. 675	
 676	
6.2 Instrument Challenges, Successes, and Future Directions 677	

The deep-sea laser spectrometer developed here was used to make 31 in 678	
situ isotopic measurements at both focused and diffuse flow sites, targeting both 679	
fluid and bubble analyses. A newly developed deep-sea bubble trapping 680	
approach allowed for the first time combination of in situ laser spectroscopy with 681	
sample stream acidification (for DIC) and direct measurement of bubble 682	
chemical/isotopic composition. This advance in deep-sea bubble analysis will 683	
have applicability to a variety of deep ocean environments, especially including 684	
the increasing detection of methane bubble emissions associated with methane 685	
hydrates and migration of hydrocarbon-rich geologic fluids (e.g., Skarke et al., 686	
2014; Römer et al., 2012; Pohlman et al., 2009; Torres et al 2002). 687	

 688	
The measurement variability using the laser spectrometer system as 689	

configured here stems both from the actual performance of the instrument as well 690	
as variability in the delivery of consistent sample. The sample is introduced to the 691	
laser spectrometer through a wand or funnel. The position of these (dictated by 692	
the ROV's ability to hold position and the pilot's ability to precisely place the 693	
sampling wand) together with other environmental changes (e.g. current shifts) 694	
influences the composition of the integrated fluid volume from which dissolved 695	
gases are being collected. As a result, background seawater may mix with the 696	
sample before it is collected, impacting isotopic measurements. Notably, the 697	
contribution of CH4 from background seawater (low nM) can be largely 698	
dismissed. However, the contribution of DIC from mixing with background 699	
seawater may be substantial, depending on sampling conditions. Thus, 700	
interpretation of DIC isotope dynamics is limited by our inability to constrain this 701	
variable mixing of seawater and vent water while conducting in situ 702	
measurements. Future efforts will aim to combine deployments of the laser 703	
spectrometer with other in situ platforms sampling in the same sample stream. 704	
For example, combining in situ mass spectrometry (which measures 705	
continuously) would offer critical perspective on the composition of the time 706	
integrated sample being collected by the laser spectrometer, as well as provide 707	
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an independent assessment of concentrations of both isotopic analytes (CO2 and 708	
CH4) as well as other species – including those which might interfere with 709	
absorption spectroscopy. 710	
 711	

As with the development of most technologies, challenges were 712	
encountered during this initial deployment to KEJ. Foremost, while high CO2 713	
levels from the volcanic fluids were anticipated, the relative amount of CO2 714	
introduced to the analyzer (through combination of the larger surface area 715	
membrane inlet, sample acidification and first-time in situ introduction of bubble 716	
samples) introduced more gas into the instrument than anticipated. For δ13CCH4 717	
analyses, the high relative levels of CO2 noticeably influenced the ability to 718	
resolve δ13CCH4, (see 12CO2 peak in CH4 spectra, Figure 6) requiring narrowing of 719	
the spectral window during post-processing to avoid potential artifacts. Similarly, 720	
δ13CCO2 analyses of samples, which generally contained exceptionally high CO2 721	
levels relative to the internal reference gas may have suffered from error 722	
propagation when extrapolating 12C/13C values, perhaps giving rise to the 723	
discrepancy between calculated values and our benchmark field sample (see 724	
Section 4.2.3 above). Alternatively, this discrepancy may have been influenced 725	
by the presence of H2S, in particular the presence of a H2S spectral line under 726	
the primary 12CO2 peak in the analyzed CO2 region (not shown). Indeed from a 727	
theoretical standpoint, the contribution of H2S to the 12CO2 would lead to a 728	
decrease in calculated δ13C values – which is at least consistent with the direction 729	
of the discrepancy between our calculated values and our the IRMS derived 730	
value. Moving forward, future efforts will continue targeting spectral regions that 731	
balance high sensitivity (e.g. line strength) with avoidance of such interfering 732	
species. In addition, we are working toward developing approaches for 733	
minimizing the accumulation of sample gas from the instrument at depth as well 734	
as using less gas for measurements (e.g., higher sensitivity, smaller internal 735	
volume).  736	
 737	

Although our focus was on CH4 and CO2, the added ability to detect H2S 738	
with the system also brings a new capability to dissolved and gas phase 739	
exploration in deep-sea settings where reduced sulfur compounds are often 740	
indicative of volcanic and/or microbial metabolic processes. In particular, H2S is 741	
often only quantified by difference when samples are collected and analyzed for 742	
dissolved gas content. Thus, our approach suggests that future work should also 743	
begin exploring this analytical direction, which may provide important new 744	
insights into (bio)geochemical sulfur dynamics in deep ocean settings.  745	
 746	
 747	
  748	
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